Honoring Our Founding Legacy Members

Society Dinner

Current Etz Chaim Society Members:

Abel, David
Arron, Benjamin & Francine
Blauer, Amy & Doug *
Brown, Bernard & Selma
Brown, Jordan & Sally
Burkett, Larry
Carl, Milt & Cissi
Cullen, Ted & Stacy
Davis, Howard & Linda
Farkas, Abe & Pamela
Felberg, Jennifer & Sonny
Feves, Margo
Friedman, Steve & Heather
Friedman, Suzanne
Fromer, James & Arlene
Ginsberg, Jeff & Lora
Gold, David & Katie *
Gordon, Barbara & Randy
Grinspoon, Harold

Harding, Staci
Harper, Jacob & Jamie
Harrison, Michael Allen
Hornstein, Rebecca
Jaffe, Lou
Kahn, Gary & Joan
Kantor, Steve & Elaine *
Katson, Lisa
Kauffman, Jason & Allison
Kopel, Loren & Michelle
Kotkis, Steph
Kronick, Stuart *
Leibreich, Howard
Levenick, Jordana
Pitman, Dan & Janice *
Potter, Irv & Arlene **
Potter, Aaron & Shanna
Rofsky, Mitch & Jana
Rosenthal, Todd & Felicia *

Rotenberg, Stan & Pam ^
Rotenberg, Kyle & Rebecca **
Rothstein, Rachel
Rubenstein, Gary
Rudolph, Steve & Cheryl
Sadick, Arnold
Sadick, David
Simon, Morton
Stern, Rob & Jessica
Sugerman, Geoff
Unkeles, Kenneth & Mary ^
Volchok, Larry
Waltuck, Leland & Renie
Weinsof, Richard
Weinstein, Jeff & Sherri ^
Weinstein, Linda
Weinstein, Brent
Zacks, Scott
Zeidman, Kenneth & Jennifer

^ B'nai B'rith Men's Camp Board Members
* B'nai B'rith Camp Board of Directors
This evening made possible through the generosity of our major sponsor:
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney

Event Co-chairs:
Felicia Rosenthal & Stacy Cullen

Etz Chaim Society Committee:
Steve Friedman, Etz Chaim Society Co-chair
Jaime Harper, Etz Chaim Society Co-chair
Michelle Caplan
Allison Kaufman
Michelle Koplan
Irv Potter

The Etz Chaim Legacy Society honors and recognizes individuals who are committed to the future and sustainability of B’nai B’rith Camp. Etz Chaim Society members demonstrate their commitment and generosity through a bequest or planned gift to B.B. Camp.

Etz Chaim Society founding members, please join us...

Monday, May 10, 2010
At the Hotel deLuxe
729 SW 15th Avenue
Portland

Cocktails at 6pm
Featuring the music of Kim Palumbis & Justin Jude
Camp sounds & songs & more

Dinner to follow
Cocktail Attire

This evening we recognize your Legacy Commitment to B’nai B’rith Camp through your membership in the Etz Chaim Society ~ There will be no solicitation ~

Complimentary parking validation will be offered for the garage on 15th Avenue just past Yamhill